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aisle- NOUN a passageway or walkway between seating areas or shelves of goods 
 
apology- NOUN an expression of regret for having done something wrong; a statement that 
one is sorry for a wrongdoing; an acknowledgment of one's faults 
 
apparently- ADVERB according to evidence; according to what seems to be; according to how 
things look; in a way that seems to be true; seemingly; clearly; plainly; obviously 
 
barely- ADVERB hardly; scarcely; meagerly; without any excess; with nothing to spare; with 
difficulty; by a little bit or a small margin 
 
convict- NOUN a person sentenced to prison for disobeying the law; a sentenced prisoner, 
criminal, or felon VERB to find or prove guilty of an offense or crime 
 
curtains- NOUN pieces of material that cover a window or other area to give privacy or block 
light; things that hide or separate 
 
discuss-  VERB to talk about or over; to debate; to examine or consider in speech or writing 
 
exception- NOUN a case in which a general rule or principle does not apply; an instance that 
does not conform to a rule; a thing, situation, or person excluded from a general statement 
 
graduate- VERB to complete academic studies; to finish studies at a school; to earn an 
academic degree; to receive a certificate or document confirming the completion of a course of 
studies  NOUN  a recipient of a degree or diploma 
 
ignore- VERB to refuse to notice; to disregard, discount, or overlook; to pay no attention to 
 
morgue- NOUN a place where dead bodies are kept before burial or cremation 
 
mute- ADJECTIVE unable to speak or make sounds VERB to soften the sound, color or shade 
of  NOUN  a person incapable of speech 
 
perfectly- ADVERB completely; totally; entirely; utterly 
 
shale- NOUN a soft, gray claylike rock that divides easily into layers 
 
warden- NOUN an official whose job is to guard, watch, or protect; a guardian, overseer, or 
caretaker; a person in charge of the inmates at a prison or jail; the chief or head guard of a 
prison 
 

Word Skill Wordlist: Unusual Past Tense Know Spelling ONLY.  
 
freeze    froze    grow    grew    hear    heard    sing    sang     
see         saw      sleep    slept    tell       told       throw  threw   


